
Bad day;at Hard ROCk
In the first of three reports based on
his forthcoming book*, DUNCAN
CAMPBELL exposes the basis on
which the government proposed to
carry out this year's civil defence
exercise, code-named HARD ~OCK

WAR BETWEEN BRITAIN ana the So-
viet Union was due to start at 4.30am on 27
September, and become a nuclear war five,
days later - or would have done on paper
if the Home Secretary had not been forced
to cancel the 'home defence' exercise Hard
Rock, planned for the end of this month.
The enforced 'postponement' is the princi-
pal reason why the government is now,
planning new legal regulations to force un- '
-willing 'nuclear free zone' councils to take
part in planning and carrying' out such
exercises. .

Hard Rock was to have been the biggest
such exercise for 15 years - since 1968
when the 'Civil Defence Corps and all
large-scale civil. defence planning was
abandoned. It would have been the largest,
in a series of such exercises which-began in
1975 with Inside Right. We had Scrum Half
in 1978, and the sporting metaphors con-
tinued with Square Leg in 1980. ,

Hard Rock was to have been the centre-
piece of the revived civil defence activities
ofthe Thatcher government. But an exam-
ination of its details shows that the exercise
was based on the most absurd conception
of miclear war ever to have disgraced the
desk of a military planner. Previous e~r- '
cises have tested the (trivial) capacity of
civil defence measures against a nuclear
attack at the level Britain would be-likely
to receive - at least 200 Metatons of
nuclear fire power, or' roughtly 15,000
times the power of the bomb used at Hiro-
shima. ' '

In Hard ROck, the nuclear/ attack on
Britain was scaled down to only' 54
weapons, delivering about 48 Megatons -
a quarterof levels previously assumed. But
a great deal more doctoring has been done
to the plans to assist Home Office make-
believe. about the efficacy of civil defence.
Nuclear bombs have, been conveniently
targetted on tiny villages (e.g. Mallaig in
Scotland, popul~tion 9530r Builth Wells in
Wales, population 1,287) or oil empty
moorland (e.g. near Bideford in Devon).

At the same time, almost all the major
cities of Britain, were assumed not to have
been attacked - London, Manchester,
Edinburgh, Liverpool, Bristol, Cardiff,
Sheffield in" particular were to be .left
unscathed .:...while any bombs that wer~:
actually aimed at cities generally were to
miss their targets.' No bombs were aimed
at" fat less assumed to hit, any American

military 'bases or indeed any major. stra-
tegic military targets at all. The Polaris
missile submarine bases at Holy Loch and
Faslane on the Clyde were not to, be at-
tacked. Nor were any British or NATO
military control centres, ,.,

The complete 'bomb plots: which were
to have been used in Hard Rock, part. of
the still-confidential plans f(;?the exercise,
are shown overleaf.' The target lists,
marked 'DISTAFF (Directing staff) EYES
ONLY' are, presumably, those which the
Home Office would' still use in future, if it
went ahead with Hard- Rock after getting
its .new legal powers to compel local
authorities to cooperate,' The target list
would appear to have been doctored for
two reasons; first, the Home Office did not
wish to appear to confirm that any particu-
lar site - however obvious - might in-
deed be a nuclear target. US bases and'
major nuclear targets were, therefore.Ye-
moved from the list. This would have been
done during the submission of the plans for
'political Clearance' by the Ministry of De-
fence.

Secondly, by writing an abstlrd scenario
for the nuclear war exercise, omitting al-
most all obvious major targets, the Home
Office could subsequently set out to
'prove' that its I?lans could work to save
lives, When planning for the exercise be-
'gan in June 1981, there were supposed-to
J,be 105 targets, already an optimistically
low level of attack, By the tiine the Home
Office and the MoD had deleted targets
which were 'politically' undesirable (and
turned hits into misses for the convenience
of civil defence plans), this number was
halved: I, ,..

The scenarios for nuclear. wat on (which
Hard Rock was to have been based were

more convihcing thari the target list. In
order to prepare central and-local govern-
ment officials, who were to have taken to
their bunkers for the exercise, the Home
Office produced a set of simulated daily
TV news bulletins, and daily official brief-
ings for' a ten-day period starting on 19
September, These chart .the country's
headlong rush to war, with daily ministerial
broadcasts announcing 'all's well' - until
on the evening of 2 October the nuclear
holocaust begins.

,AS ALWAYS, the Soviet Union is the
supposed aggressor. At the beginning of
September, it urged 'immediate action to
dissolve military alliances' and by 18 Sep-
tember, NATO ('Blue Alliance') fears that
Soviet ('Orange Pact') action if not coun-
tered, would inevitably lead to Soviet mili-
.tary domination of,NATO members'. The
Prime Minister broadcasts on 19 Sep-
tember that Britain has decided to rein-
force NATO: '

In an evening broadcast to the nation, 'the
Prime Minister urged the country t9 remain
calm and support the government in its
efforts to persuade the SovietUnion to draw

, back from the point of no return. Public
, .opinionpolls continued to showa substantial

majority of the population agreed with the
. firm line being taken by the government.

By the next day, Soviet ship~ are circling
North Sea oil rigs; and the population is
showingsigns of panic:

There .has'been a run on tinned food; .sugar
'and other storable items, fuel shortageswere
hindering resupply in some areas but overall
there was no shortage of stocks and the .pub-
lie should calm down-and buy sensibly, ..
orders calling out the Reserves were signed
in the afternoon ..Country wide reporting-in
by reservistsis goingwell.

The schools start to close on 21 September
and war looms. The simulated broadcasts
report, inpart:

Public meetings continue to make most of
the news, There is growingevidence of anxi-
ety among the civilpopulation as they realise
that hostilities between NATO and the War-
saw Pact may be inevitable. There is in-,
creased evidence of movement to-holiday
accommodation in the west.

Some government personnel and local
authority staff are reported to have moved to

" secret wartime locations to get them ready
for use should the situation deteriorate'
further.

,
On 22 September, the crisis deepens and
the Home Office acts. According to, a
broadcast:

In response to Parliamentary pressure, the
Home Office 'Protect and Survive' guidance
is to appear' as four page inserts in tomor-
row's newspapers. Guidance is expected to
be broadcast on radio and TV throughout
the coming week, The Home Office em-
phasises that these steps in no way implythat
a nuclear attack on the United Kingdom is
regarded as likely.tlet alone imminent.

. .
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(This portion of the Hard Ro~k plans
had also been subjected to change. Pass:
ages about the flight of refugees from the
cities were toned down and references to
civil disorder and demonstrations were de-
liberately kept vague. The most striking
alteration between successive dI]'lfts con-
cerned the much-derided official booklet,
'Protect and Surviye'. The title is now so
embarrassing to the Home Office that it
was deleted from a second draft. The re-
placement phrase seems scarcely any bet-
ter - 'Public, Do-It-Yourself Civil De-
fence'. It has, at least, the merit of being
more accurate.)

By 25 Septemper, the civilianpopulation
are assumed to be becoming restive. Al-
though the fir-st priority in official home
defence plans is in fact the' 'internal threat'
of public dissent, the emphasis in Hard
Rock has been put on sabotage. According
to the plans: '

The motoring organisations report that there
is increased traffic out of London towards
the west. 'Ministerial television and radio
braodcasts last night emFha~ised the disad-
vantages of leaving home.' .~.

Early this morning a major oil refinery in
Wales was attacked. A number of simul-
taneous explosions resulted in' the destruc-

, tion of the majority of the fuel tanks in the.
, refinery.

Eventually, despite the government's ap-
peals. to 'stay put', a million and a half
refugees take to the .roads. Hard Rock at
various points embodies the notion that,
while those who have holiday homes and
country cottages are thereby entitled to
evacuate themselves, other city' dwellers
should stay put and take what's coming.

On 26 September, newspapers carry fea-
tures about air raid precautions and a re-
port of an, assassination attempt on a
'senior Army officer'. ,

WAR STARTS ON 27 September. Tanks
cross the border into West Germany at.
4.50am. At 7am the Soviets begin a series
of 'conventional' air raids on Britain. The
targets selected for these raids (see map)',
are realistic, certainly compared with those
selected for nuclear attack. The first bombs
fall on the St Fergus North Sea gas termi-
nal in north-east Scotland. A state of war
between Britain and the Soviet Union is
announced. On 28 September, a broadcast
reports: ,.

The' bombing raids on the United Kingdom
have continued during the past 24 hours.
Yesterday, Soviet forces attacked RAF sta-
tions . . . This morning. . . Soviet raiders
attacked nearly 50 targets. .'. At a rally in
support of HMG peace moves this morning,
there was strong opposition to Soviet objec- '
tives, but a call was made to NATO to re-
double its efforts to seek peace for fear of an
escalation to,nuclear war.

Traffic leaving the cities is still causing
difficulties. In addition to the sheer volume
of traffic on the roads, the situation is being
exacerbated by vehicles running out of fuel. ,

In a series of dawn raids, Manchester,
Liverpool, Chester, Oxford, Luton and
many ports are bombed, as well as military
targets. The next morning there are raids
on Bristol, Doncaster, Lincoln and Swin-
don. ,

The civil defence exercise itself was to
have started after the war had been going

,t I.

HARD ROCK - Nuclear Targets .
In this exercise bombs explode everywhere, except on important military targets or large cities. Only Leicester city
centre is hit. Glasgow and Plymouth are near misses. Even the bombs over minor cities like Carlisle or Perth are
anything from 5-12 miles off target. lhe only realistic targets are oil industry-related - St Fergus,Sullom Voe, Fawlev,
Falmouth, Milfdrd Haven and Runcom. I '

The only real military targets are Catterick, Wyton, Wattisham, Lossiemouth, Scampton, Prestwick and PortsmouthOn
the sea at Spithead) - the last five bein.g misses rather than 'hits'. About one-third of the nuclear attacks are on
villages, towns, or deserted areas. Even such a nonsensical nuclear attack would kill or severely injure 121h million
people. ..

for two" days, on 29 September. At this
point the wargamers of Hard Rock were to
have taken to their bunkers, fortified by a
general situation report which started:
'There is deep concern among the popula-
tion that war may escalate from conven-
tional to nuclear' . \

According to the Hard Rock plan at this
stage patients are turfed out of hospitals so
that medical staff can be evacuated, while
DHSS offices are 'inundated' with unem-
ployed asking for 'special needs' allow-
ances to buy materials for Protect and Sur-
vive (Le. 'Public Do-lt-Yourself Civil
Defence') shelters under their stairs and
kitchen tables. All but a thousand prison-
.ers are released froni tHe jails. By 30 Sep-
tember, even in the~t\ cosmetically ad-
justed plans, the Home Office, expected

that 30 per cent of the population could not
now obtain the food supplies it needed.
(At an earlier stage, the plans even com-
plain of food 'hoarding', even though
'Protect and Survive' specifically instructs
householders to lay in two weeks' food
supplies). . ,

There was also now a 32 per cent
shortage of the 'Do-lt-Yourself Civil De-
fence' materials, and a 25 per cent shortage
of petrol and oil. Almost one and a half
'million refugees had fled from major target
areas, At this stage, the exercise would
have begun properly for the embunkered
players in local authority iIQs and govern-

.ment Sub-Regional Headquarters. There
would have been no actual field activities,
except the Royal Air Force who would fly
simulated reconnlli!i:!i:lInrp fliohti: nu•••



HARD ROcK - 'conventlofNll'targets ' ', ' ,',
Conventionalmilitary targets for the exercise were generally realistic, Most US baseS-: except those being prepare:
for the new cruise missile bases are included, If large cities were added tothis list, it.would become an authentic
nuclear target list -;:-similar to the nuclear target list of previous home defence exercises, such as a Square Leg, or
which the NS reported in 19801 ' ' .

nuclear target areas, while the Royal Navy
would have practiced getting its ships in
and out of unattacked ports.

UNTiL 2 OCTOBER, the exercise would
opIy have been concerned with the effects
of a conventional bombing attack, .whose
cumulative effects were assumed to be
rather less than during some days during
the World War 2 blitz. Then, at' 2pm on
Saturday, 2 October, the Hard Rock war-
garners would have been read a further,
news bulletin: '

In Europe, heavy fighting continues on, all
fronts and there has been a sharp increase in
the number of casualites on both sides. The
extent of present Soviet penetration is not
clear but second echelon forces have been
committed and NATO forces are under ex-
treme pressure ... In the United Kingdom;
.conventional air attacks on military airfields
. " . have continued. Large' numbers, of
casualties have been suffered in areas adja-
cent to these targets. Localised disruption of
transport and fuel supplies has brought about

soine shortages of food. Public reaction to
the continued failure Qf peace initiatives is
muted, but fear of esdlation is now upper-
most in' everyone's minds. As a result, the
'population fears that nuclear attacks are im-
minent. All remaining home 'defence mea-
sures have been implemented and, where
applicable, remaining staff of government
departments and military headquarters have
been deployed to their post-strike positions,

In this standard and much-rehearsed
1\lATO scenario, one in which nuclear at-
tack has been conveniently held back until
home defence measures are complete, the
next moves are clear. NATO' forces are
giving way, and standard NATO.doctriI.le is
to use tactical nuclear weapons in this situ-
ation to stop the advance. Soviet policy is
equally. clear' - they will not make 'first
use', of nuclear weapons. but, once at-
tacked, will reply massively.
, So at 8pm ~p Saturday evening, the
Hard Rock,' nuClear', bombs start falling.
The first three strike near West Dray ton,
Middlesex; Newhaven in Sussex; and

Catterick in Yorkshire. The nu'clear attack
.co n t inu e s un t il 2.46am 'on Sunday
morning, when a final 500 kiloton weapon
strikes the inconsequential' Humberside
town of Skipwith. In the bunkers, the Hard
Rock players 'would then spend a day
'p,ra~tising the 'survival' phase after attack,
and a further two 'days (theoretically, a
month later) rehearsing what the .Home
Office whimsically calls 'recovery' from a
nuclear attack. Once this was over, emer-
gency. planners would be free to discuss the
general aspects of the exercise in public,
proclaiming-with the aid of the carefully
placed bomb plots - how effective' gov-
ernmentcivil defence measures had been.
The Hard Rock 'exercise specification' ob-
"serves: . " ,.

7 Both Conventional and Nuclear Bomb Plots1will be devised to meet the Home Office
, exercise requirements. Following comment

, ,by planning staffs, political clearance Win be
sought by UKCIGC (the UKComm~nderg..
in-Chief Committee) through the Ministry of
Defence. '

The plans also' note: . " .

'E~e~cise plans, ',' should not be taken as a
realistic description . . . of the weight '01

distribution of an enemy's attack, '

That is not a mistake which anyone who
examines the Bomb Plots in detail is likely
to make.

REMARKABLY, WHEN the effects 'of
the"Hard Rock nuclear' attack are exa-•• , . t .

mined iI1 detail, they provide a quite sur-
prising, and for the Home Office unwel-
come, illustration of the devastation that
would be caused by a nuclear attack. The
Home Office has a, computer programme
for estimating the dead and injured after
any" type of nuclear attack. * A similarly
organised, but, more accurate computer
analysis has been constructed by Philip
Steadman of the Open University and Dr
Stan Openshaw of Newcastle University.
The Hard Rock nuclear attack has already
been examined by them. Even' with the
bombs bursting on tiny hamlets instead of
large Cities, on realistic assumptions some
12 million people would have died or been
severely injured - about 2 million from
the direct effects ofthe bombs. and 5 mil-
lion from fallout, while 'the vast majority of
theseverely injured would also soon die,
given the unavailability cf.necessary medi-
cal care. Paradoxically, therefore, even the
cosmetic fiction of Hard Rock undermines
the government's case.
, Reporting ..the 'postponement' of Hard

Rock in July, the Home Secretary
promised that the 'devoted effort' put into
'drawing up the plans 'will not be wasted.
We can be sure that the experience will be
put to good use when the exercise is held at
a later date'. New regulations under the
Civil Defence Act of 1948, are being de-
vised to force councils to 'play' in and test
their plans with such exercises as Hard
Rock. But can a law really be devised to
force a society to play at make-believe? 0

Next week: The Maggiebunker
\

"The deficiencies of these Home Office computer as-
sessments, which have been the basis of ministerial
pronouncements, will be examined in a further extract
from WAR PLAN UK in the New Statesman on 1
October.


